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The project has been created in
different versions, which are
designed for the DJ-Os after the
release of the DJ-OS 2.0 /
BR-900CD. Version 1.00 – 2.00.18
The program is designed to edit and
display all the parameters on your
personal computer. The settings of
the most important parameters
(“Rhythm Editor Settings”) can be
altered in the “Rhythm Editor”
section of the program settings.
Rhythm Editor Settings: In this
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section you can set up your working
zone (from Beat to Beat) or a
sequence of parameters (from 5ms
to 450ms). The Rhythm Editor
allows you to edit the beat and
accentual patterns (“Patterns”) in
one working zone or several
working zones, or from one pattern
to another, or set up the dynamic
parameters of the songs
(“Parameter”). Some of the most
important functions of the program:
Batch processing of files (i.e.
creating a project that can be
transferred directly to your
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computer) The project can be saved
on your computer, the file transfer
is automatic, and if you want, you
can also transfer the project to your
system using an FTP-server. The
program supports all the BR-900CD
files (.BR-900CD
and.BR-900CDD) and can be used
to edit and analyze the files and
songs of DJ-OS 2.0 / BR-900CD.
The program is designed to edit and
display all the parameters on your
personal computer. The settings of
the most important parameters
(“Rhythm Editor Settings”) can be
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altered in the “Rhythm Editor”
section of the program settings.
Rhythm Editor Settings: In this
section you can set up your working
zone (from Beat to Beat) or a
sequence of parameters (from 5ms
to 450ms). The Rhythm Editor
allows you to edit the beat and
accentual patterns (“Patterns”) in
one working zone or several
working zones, or from one pattern
to another, or set up the dynamic
parameters of the songs
(“Parameter”). Some of the most
important functions of the program:
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Batch processing of files (i.e.
creating a project that can be
transferred directly to your
computer) The project can be saved
on your computer, the file transfer
is

BR-900CD Rhythm Editor 

The KEYMACRO plug-in is a
program that lets you automate any
operation of any MIDI keyboard
(you can choose the note to send
when playing a chord, which chord
to play, even the step) Create
Keyboard macros Generate maps
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Sequencing Open/Close note Play a
chord This plug-in has been
developed using Java and contains
many internal functions. This plug-
in can be used as a stand-alone, it
can also be used as a MIDI In/Out
plug-in of an audio plug-in.
Creating sequences is very easy, and
it's done with drag and drop tools.
It's also possible to sequence using
parameters if you want to. It's also
possible to start a sequence and then
move to another point by dragging.
An option to turn on/off the sounds
during the sequence is also
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included. Audio Sequencer can be
divided into an excellent, in-depth,
wide-spectrum guide; which can be
followed and used to learn about
MIDI, the key component of your
computer that performs the
conversion of MIDI into audio. You
can then follow the guide and create
sequences, which is the main
purpose of the Audio Sequencer
plug-in. These steps are easy to
follow and can be completed very
quickly. Audio Sequencer is a
professional MIDI sequencer with
plenty of functions, which can help
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you take your knowledge to the next
level. BELL-900A Music
Synthesizer Bass Pro is a software
VST that contains a set of
synthesizer modules that allow you
to create your own electronic music
with the help of two different bass
synthesizers, a drum synthesizer,
and a harmonizer. It comes with
great flexibility of playing,
adjusting, and tweaking the sound
and characteristics of all the
synthesizer modules. MODULE
EXAMPLE: - Vibraphone synth,
which can be used to play the sound
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of a vibraphone, marimba,
vibrafone, etc. - Drum synth, which
can be used to play all kinds of
sounds in the form of drums. -
Pitched instrument, which can be
used to play string instruments like
a piano or other melodic
instruments like a flute. - Noise
generator, which can be used to
make siren, bell, and other types of
noise. This is a plug-in and is based
on a complete analog sound engine
that allows you to create and play
both sampled and analog sounding
electronic instruments. 77a5ca646e
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BR-900CD Rhythm Editor was
developed as an easy-to-use and
reliable software that can be used to
edit BR-900CD / BR-600 rhythm
parameters. You can now use this
accessible and user-friendly tool to
edit all the parameters on your
personal computer. All versions of
BR-900CD Rhythm Editor include
the following features: - Edit: edit
parameters of all features of
BR-900CD, BR-600, JVC and VI. -
View: view all BR-900CD, BR-600,
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JVC and VI parameters in the same
window. - Re-edit: to display the
same parameters as in the past, use
this function. - Select: select
specific parameters. - Export:
export all selected parameters to a
text file in.txt format. - Find: find
specific parameter. BR-900CD
Rhythm Editor is an easy-to-use and
reliable software that can be used to
edit BR-900CD / BR-600 rhythm
parameters. You can now use this
accessible and user-friendly tool to
edit all the parameters on your
personal computer. BR-900CD
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Rhythm Editor Description:
BR-900CD Rhythm Editor was
developed as an easy-to-use and
reliable software that can be used to
edit BR-900CD / BR-600 rhythm
parameters. You can now use this
accessible and user-friendly tool to
edit all the parameters on your
personal computer. All versions of
BR-900CD Rhythm Editor include
the following features: - Edit: edit
parameters of all features of
BR-900CD, BR-600, JVC and VI. -
View: view all BR-900CD, BR-600,
JVC and VI parameters in the same
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window. - Re-edit: to display the
same parameters as in the past, use
this function. - Select: select
specific parameters. - Export:
export all selected parameters to a
text file in.txt format. - Find: find
specific parameter. BR-900CD
Rhythm Editor is an easy-to-use and
reliable software that can be used to
edit BR-900CD / BR-600 rhythm
parameters. You can now use this
accessible and user-friendly tool to
edit all the parameters on your
personal computer. BR-900CD
Rhythm Editor Description:
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BR-900CD Rhythm Editor was
developed as an easy-to-use and
reliable software that can be used to
edit BR

What's New in the?

Rhythm Editor-BR-900CD is a
software for editing various rhythm
parameters of BR-900CD. It has
one main window, in which all the
parameters are displayed, organized
in groups. You can see the
BR-900CD / BR-600 channels, the
whole song and the Main Menu, as
well as the group parameters.
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Features: - Save and Load selected
parameters (for more information
see the help document included in
the software) - Automatic saving of
default parameters to the new song -
You can create new channels -
100% batch mode Requirements:
Windows XP / Windows Vista
About: Rhythm Editor-BR-900CD /
BR-600 BR-900CD / BR-600
Rhythm Editor-BR-900CD is a
software developed by MTG for
editing various rhythm parameters
of BR-900CD / BR-600. It has one
main window, in which all the
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parameters are displayed, organized
in groups. You can see the
BR-900CD / BR-600 channels, the
whole song and the Main Menu, as
well as the group parameters.
Rhythm Editor-BR-900CD /
BR-600 is a software developed by
MTG for editing various rhythm
parameters of BR-900CD / BR-600.
It has one main window, in which
all the parameters are displayed,
organized in groups. You can see
the BR-900CD / BR-600 channels,
the whole song and the Main Menu,
as well as the group parameters.
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Remarks: This program is released
under the GNU GPL version 3.0
and can be used for free. About:
Rhythm Editor-BR-900CD is a
software developed by MTG for
editing various rhythm parameters
of BR-900CD. It has one main
window, in which all the parameters
are displayed, organized in groups.
You can see the BR-900CD /
BR-600 channels, the whole song
and the Main Menu, as well as the
group parameters. Rhythm Editor-
BR-900CD is a software developed
by MTG for editing various rhythm
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parameters of BR-900CD. It has
one main window, in which all the
parameters are displayed, organized
in groups. You can see the
BR-900CD / BR-600 channels, the
whole song and the Main Menu, as
well as the group parameters.
Remarks: This program is released
under the GNU GPL version 3.0
and can be used for free. About:
Rhythm Editor-BR-900CD /
BR-600 is a software developed by
MTG for editing various rhythm
parameters of BR-900CD. It has
one main window, in which all the
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parameters are displayed, organized
in groups. You can see the
BR-900CD / BR-600 channels, the
whole song and the Main Menu, as
well as the group parameters.
Rhythm Editor-BR-900CD / BR
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP
Processor: Dual Core Pentium III or
equivalent Memory: 1 GB RAM
Hard Drive: 800 MB free Graphics:
GeForce 7300, Radeon HD 3200 or
equivalent DirectX: Version 9.0
Network: Broadband Internet
connection Storage: 6 GB available
space Additional Notes:
Recommended: OS: Windows Vista
Processor: Dual Core Pentium D or
equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM
Hard Drive: 8 GB
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